Forensic training ground

ABOUT USE OF INNOVATIVE CRIMINALISTIC GROUND AND METHODICAL
MAINTENANCE OF PRACTICAL WORKS
The forensic training ground is used in the educational process in the preparation of qualified
specialists for work in law enforcement agencies.
The traditional means of training in criminology is the forensic training ground.
The criminalistic ground is the training complex intended for practical trainings and exercises
on detection, withdrawal, fixing, research of the material evidences withdrawn from places of
incidents.
In the process of practical training in criminalistic, polygons are necessary for modeling
criminally significant situations.
Objects placed on the forensic ground, allow you to simulate the situation of various
investigative actions; inspection, investigative experiment, search, etc., to teach the assessment of
traces in the complex, etc.
Students consolidate their theoretical knowledge on the tactics of various types of inspection,
learn procedural and tactical rules of inspection preparation, develop skills of detection, fixation and
seizure of traces of crime, drawing up schemes, inspection protocols.
The training ground will give students such practical skills as a description of the scene,
detailing each fragment found, the weapon of the crime.
At the landfill, students will not only learn how to take fingerprints from evidence and build
versions of the crime, but also how to make casts from traces, provide first aid to victims.
Polygons are divided into four independent parts.One part serves as an audience, and the othercompletely imitates the crime scene.
Forensic training ground “OFFICE” - equipped with workplaces for office workers, including
office equipment. This training ground allows for practical training on the inspection of the scene of
the incident, the investigative experiment, verification of testimonies on the spot, search, seizure,
interrogation, etc.
Forensic training ground "KAFE-BAR" - equipped with a bar, breadboard models of food and
other products. This training ground allows for practical training on examining the scene of an
accident, an investigative experiment, checking evidence on the spot, etc.
Forensic training ground "APARTMENT" - is an imitation of living quarters. The landfill is
equipped with caches for storing weapons, drugs, and criminal activity items. Practical exercises are
conducted at the training ground to search, seize, inspect the scene of the incident, investigate the
killings, take hostages, etc.
At the training ground, equipped in the form of a room and a bar, students learn the correct
conduct of investigative actions: how to more effectively take fingerprints, where drugs can be
hidden, etc.
All interiors are very neat and realistic. In the room, for example, you can see a coffee table
with two armchairs, on the contrary there is a cupboard with cups, plates and small souvenirs, and
there are curtains on the windows.
There are also two mannequins with which it is easy to figure out how the offense was
committed.
If necessary, such an activity can be recorded on a video-photo medium. Practical classes on
the study of topics related to the development of a tactical and investigative examination, search, and
reproduction of the circumstances of the event contribute to reinforcing students' practical knowledge
on the subject of “forensics”.
The Forensic training ground also has wall posters telling about weapons and ammunition, the
study of fingerprints, the study of various traces and documents.
In addition, computers are used in the educational process, for presentations of practical works
and demonstration of educational films.

